WLHS COUNTER
APOLOGETICS

INTRO
• We do not define people by what they don’t believe in (deities, spirits, etc), it is not
useful.
• Atheism/agnosticism are not positions on politics or ethics/morals, they are not
world views.
• Being an atheist/agnostic doesn’t prevent one from believing in the supernatural.
• Time wasted in debates arguing on definitions for atheism/agnosticism.
• It is possible to believe in the supernatural yet remain secular when it comes to
politics and ethics (many of the founding fathers of the US were religious, deistic yet
were secular for their time because of the problems evident with religion mingling
with politics).

Briefly:
• Secularism: the position that people are treated equally with no preference to any
religious group.
• Humanism: the position that ethics/morals are based on evidence and for the
concern of humanity and not a singular supernatural deity. The rejection of the
supernatural in favour of the natural world as revealed by the scientific method.

SECULAR HUMANISM
In politics:
• All citizens are treated as equals regardless of their religiosity or lack thereof.
• Discrimination of religious minorities common in theocracies
Education:
• “…but secular ideologies… millions killed, counties invaded…”- secularism only focuses on
neutrality w/ respect to religion, one less layer on the BS onion.
• Humanism (Hmanifesto)> superstition/supernaturalism
Morality:
• Ethics/morality based on evidence and can be improved based upon new evidence.
Religious morality is based on divine edict, remains stagnant (referred to as “objective”
and “eternal”
• Religion can get good people to do things they normally would condemn (genital
mutilation, killing apostates)
Rationalism:
• Proportioning beliefs to the evidence.
• Religion does not hold a monopoly on irrational claims or beliefs though it is the largest
dogma (homeopathy, reincarnation, politics).
• Favouring skepticism/critical thinking over gullibility.

WHY CARE? A CASE STUDY
Case study 1
• America 1860-1930: Golden Age of Freethought where religions was
becoming challenged more often (Colonel Ingersoll), and where bias
towards the religious was not strong
• Pre 1954 pledge:
“I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the
republic for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for
all.”
• Post 1954 pledge:
“I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the
republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all.”
Bias for monotheistic religion was established after conflict with Russia,
divisive, implying the non-religious cannot be contributing citizens. During
1970s, atheists heavily stigmatised, continuing even after Sep 2001.

WHY CARE? RELIGIOUS CONFLICTS
• Madalyn Murray O’Hare- American atheist fought for American schools
to remove state-forced prayer. Became the most hated woman in
America. Both Madalyn and her children were physically harassed
(bullied/beaten).
• The non-religious are the most distrusted minority in America even when
the questions were asked after 9/11.
Other conflicts across the globe:
• Polarising Israel/Palestine conflict, the formation of Pakistan from India
due to religious differences, Boko Haram (kills Nigerian students because
western education is seen as “evil”).
Activism
• Lending a voice to those who can’t speak in countries where being a
secular humanist can lead you to losing your job or your life.
• Religious sensitivities high because of our silence seen as consent to
promote/enforce religion.

WHY CARE? MISINFORMATION
The religious have had the upper hand for hundreds
of years to spread misinformation about us:
“You can’t be moral without religion”
“You don’t believe because you want to sin!”
“We need religion in politics because without it
society would collapse”

WHY CARE? POLITICS…
Our beliefs influence our actions, therefore the beliefs we hold weight
in how politics is influenced. Example:

“God said so: Go forth, be fruitful, multiply, and rape the planet- it's
yours.” ~Ann Coulter (American conservative)
What’s the justification?
“And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the earth.” Genesis 1:28
• With this kind of mentality, bad decisions can be made.

INTERNET COMMUNITY

On the internet, the religious cannot easily
escape making spurious claims without
criticism. The internet is also a place where
those who have no voice outside it, can
engage in debate about a topic that would
otherwise be too taboo or risky to one’s life.

DEBATING TACTICS USED BY
APOLOGISTS
• Shotgun approach: make numerous claims that need more
time to be addressed than the debate would allow.
• Spurious fact spammage/rhetoric: said too fast to be
sourced/checked. Claims can be made at a whim and
cannot be checked during a debate.
• Minimal audience participation (to avoid too many
questions/being challenged).
• Arguing for deistic deity and jumping from deistic to theistic
deity with no evidence in between.
• Fixing the audience with larger numbers of believers who may
cheer/boo (and often engage in hooligan-like behaviour) to
intimidate guest speakers.
• Speaking loudly over debate opponents who may be more
polite/soft spoken

COMMON ARGUMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kalam Cosmological Argument (first cause)
Ontological argument
“Objective” morality
“Secular” totalitarianism (i.e. Stalin, Hitler, Mao, Pol
Pot)
The numbers game
Evolution
Cosmic justice
Science in the bible/quran
Religion is eternal, science keeps changing!

KALAM COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT
Kalam Cosmological Argument (first cause)
1. Whatever begins to exist has a cause.
2. The universe begun to exist.
3. A god must have caused the universe to come into existence.
Issues with the argument:
• The word “universe” could be used to convey everything that exists
(including multiverses) or a universe singular, this must be clarified first.
• The origins of the universe is in the domain of science/cosmology and
not theology.
• Physicists find that certain particles on the quantum level do not obey the
typical “laws” of causality. Some particles may appear to come into
existence without cause, and even from “nothing”.
• When theists claim “something from nothing”, the way the word
“nothing” is used by physicists may not be the same way that we used
the word in everyday parlance. For example, when a water bottles
contains no water, we say there is “nothing” in it, although there is still
light airwaves and air present in the bottle.

ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT
The Ontological argument:
1) God is by definition the greatest being conceivable.
2) God exists in the mind.
3) To exist in reality and in the mind is greater than to exist in the mind alone.
4) Therefore, God must exist in reality as well as the mind; if God did not, then God
would not be the greatest being conceivable.
• Problem with this argument is that it can be used to “argue into existence” any
being:
“Which being is more powerful, the being who can create worlds and save your sins
or the being that can do that whilst simultaneously not existing? I'd say the one that
doesn't exist is more powerful and therefore God doesn't exist.” – Matt Dillahunty
• This argument is not seen as credible even by most theologians, yet it still often
used.
• Scott Clifton goes into this argument in more depth in his video:
http://tinyurl.com/6fdexvg

MORALITY ISSUES
• Religious morality is claimed to be “objective” unchanging
(Christians and Muslims)
• Morality from scripture is from a deity that possesses a mind-religious
morality is still subjective (subject to the mind of the deity in question).
• Deity could command genocide, rape and theft, and it could be
“good”. If deity can’t command this, what standard is preventing that
deity from commanding it?
• See Euthyphro’s dillema (and Euthypro’s dillema dillema!)

Religions are flayed in the
debate arena on topics of
morality- why should they
be allowed to escape this
criticism outside the
internet?

MORALITY ISSUES
• Reason for evil/suffering on the world due to deity
allowing for comparison so that happiness can be
valued or for teaching moral lessons
1. An omnipotent could create a world in which
suffering/evil would not be required for
happiness/good to be appreciated.
2. Some children are born and die knowing only sufferingwhat lesson for the child?
3. Suffering/evil existing not consistent with
omnibelevolence.
• Only way to address this for the theist is that the suffering
really doesn’t exist.

MORALITY ISSUES
Other claims made by the religious about morality:
• “Secularists borrow their morality from Christian
world view”. Morality predated the Abrahamic
religions, acts of kindness were done before the 10
commandments was officiated in stone.
• “This life is a test”. An omniscient being would know
the results before the test was created, therefore
the test is unnecessary.
• “Our Earthly justice system doesn’t always get the
villains”. Fantasising about this idea being solved in
an afterlife does not address the issue.

MORALITY ISSUES
“But without religion, countries will see a spike in crime”.
• Correlation is not evident (particularly in Scandinavian
countries).
• The most secular (Scandinavian countries) would be
plagued with societal ills and be on the verge of
collapse if religion was required, yet this has not been
demonstrated.
Religious morality promotes the idea that people must be
good for an infinite reward in the afterlife. Suggested
video for viewing regarding morality and rewards and
punishments in the afterlife: http://tinyurl.com/keeqm4x

MORALITY ISSUES

OBJECTIVE MORALITY FROM
SCRIPTURE
Adultery

Christianity

Islam

Death (Lev 20:10)

Death (Bukhari 8:82)

Apostasy

Death (Bukhari 9:17)

Blasphemy

Death (Lev 24:16)

Death

Bestiality

Death (Ex 22:19)

Kill animal (Hadith)

Cursing your parents

Death (Lev 20:9)

?

Disobeying the priest

Death (Deu 17:12)

?

False prophecy

Death (Zech 13:3)

(not clear cut)

Fortune telling

Death (Lev 20:27)

Exists (not clear cut)

Homosexuality

Death (Lev 20:27)

Death (Hadith)

Not seeking god

Death (2Chr 15:12-13)

?

OBJECTIVE MORALITY FROM
SCRIPTURE
Christianity

Islam

Offering to other gods

Death (Ex 31:15)

?

Preaching other gods

Death to the entire
village (Deu 13:14-15)

Jailing (punishment
not clear cut)

Theft

Slavery if thief can’t
pay back equivalent
(Ex 22)

Amputation (Bukhari
81:778)

Witchcraft/sorcery

Death (Ex 22:18)

Exists (punishment not
clear cut)

*Matt 5:18 the laws are not supposed to change…
**Quran is the main text of Islam, the hadiths (Bukhari) are the practises
and are used to interpret the Quran.

THEOLOGICAL LITERACY
Basic theological literacy may be required to directly
criticise specific aspects of a religion:
• Abrogation in Islam, hadiths on apostasy and
women. The information can be found from
legitimate Islamic sources to counter
“interpretation” excuses
• Bible old and new testaments, introduction of hell,
etc. Fakes and forgeries (Josephus, Tacitus?)
• Morality and retrofitting interpretations

“SECULAR TOTALTARIANISM
Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Kim and Poll Pot (refer to
Christopher Hitchens’ “God is Not Great” Ch. 17 “an
objection anticipated”
Examples:
• Hitler was an atheist
• The Nazis were atheist
• The Nazi program (eugenics) was fuelled by the
theory of evolution by Charles Darwin, against
Godly creation!

THE ATHEIST HITLER…
“… the founder of Christianity made no secret indeed of his
estimation of the Jewish people, he drove those enemies of the
human race out of the Temple of God.” -Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf).

By neglecting the problem of preserving the racial foundations of our
national life, the old Empire abrogated the sole right which entitles a
people to live on this planet. Nations that make mongrels of their people,
or allow their people to be turned into mongrels, sin against the Will of
Eternal Providence.” -Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf).

“And so I believe to-day that my conduct is in
accordance wit the will of the Almighty Creator. In
standing guard against the Jew I am defending the
handiwork of the Lord.” -Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf).

“THE NAZIS WERE ATHEISTS”

Nazi belt buckles with the inscription “Gott Mit Uns”
(God with us). Image source: Wiki Commons).

“SECULAR TOTALTARIANISM
In response to the responses, it is claimed that Hitler was
an atheist pretending to be a Christian, to gather the
sympathies of the populace, and the majority of Germans
(Christian) were against Hitler’s ideology.
• The quotes often used portraying Hitler as an “secularist”
more accurately portray him as anti-clerical.
• The majority of murderers do not believe in Santa. We do
not see the non-belief of Santa invoked as a justification
for the behaviour of murderers. Why should the lack of
belief in the Abrahamic deity inform Hitler’s behaviour?
• Hitler’s behaviours and ideology are not compatible with
secular humanism. If Hitler was not a “true Christian”
because what he did conflicted with Christian ideology,
how can we call Hitler a “secularist” or “humanist” if
similarly his behaviour conflicted with secular humanism?

NAZISM AND EVOLUTION
Creationism
“The fox remains always a fox, the goose remains a
goose, and the tiger will retain the character of a
tiger. The only difference that can exist within the
species must be in the various degrees of structural
strength and active power, in the intelligence,
efficiency, endurance, etc., with which the individual
specimens are endowed”.

NAZISM AND EVOLUTION
Creationism
“The fox remains always a fox, the goose remains a
goose, and the tiger will retain the character of a
tiger. The only difference that can exist within the
species must be in the various degrees of structural
strength and active power, in the intelligence,
efficiency, endurance, etc., with which the individual
specimens are endowed”.
-Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf).

NAZISM AND EVOLUTION
1. The theory of
evolution is
descriptive and is
naturally occurring.
The theory implies
that all life shares a
common ancestor.
2. Nazi eugenics was
prescriptive and
artificially
enforced.

Diagram from CoelsBlog.

NAZISM = SECULARISM
•
•
•
•

Claims:
Hitler was an atheist
The Nazis were atheist
The Nazi program (eugenics) was fuelled by the
theory of evolution by Charles Darwin!

THE NUMBERS GAME
Claim: “Secular humanism has lead to more deaths, 100
million, in a single century than any other conflict
combined”
• Point out that secular humanism emphasises the
treatment of all citizens as equals regardless of their
religiosity, with the promotion of science,
criticalthinking/skepticism/questioning and the well
being of humankind.
• We have only had access to weapons of mass
destruction (or weapons that kill efficiently) fairly recently
in a time where the human population is the highest it
has ever been.

THE NUMBERS GAME
If the issue being emphasised is that
secular humanists have killed more
than the religious have killed…

Norman Borlaug: “the man who saved a BILLION lives”
1. Humanitarian Nobel Prize winner.
2. Did not discriminate on the basis of religion: he had a
concern for the welfare of all humans regardless of
religiosity, nationality, ethnicity, etc.
3. If this is all just a numbers game, then Norman Borlaug an
agricultural scientist who epitomises secular humanism with
his work, has offset the deaths by “secular humanists”.

WISHFUL THINKING
• Wishful thinking “life would be meaningless or painful if
there were no afterlife or cosmic justice”- response to
acknowledge there is injustice and life can indeed be
painful (so the religious understands) but also point out
to them that wishing something doesn’t make it so i.e.
can believe gravity does not exist, believe no injustice is
being done so you don’t have to worry about anything
• Where we see this in non-religious contexts also…
• “i.e. movies where the scientist or someone at the very
last moment puts things right”- then people have
expecation where they don’t worry about a real
problem thinking it will be solved easily by a scientist.

SCIENTIFIC LITERACY
Numerous claims of “science in scripture” are made, or
that science was progressed by the religion:
• Big bang theory is in the bible and quran
• Abiogenesis mentioned in the quran
• Iron in the quran
• Numerology (bible and quran)
• Algebra, zero and Arab numerals

Potholer’s First Law: Myths are created much faster than
they can be debunked.
To make these claims may take a few seconds, to address
them it may take many minutes or hours. Basic scientific
literacy can save time

SCIENCE IN SCRIPTURE
• Science in scripture is a claim made predominantly
by Muslims
• Most of claims arise ~1980s (Maurice Buccaile)
• Misrepresented scientists support the claims,
examples below:
1. Alfred Kroner http://tinyurl.com/buol85w
2. Wiliam Hay http://tinyurl.com/pfd5sc2
3. Pete Palmer http://tinyurl.com/cte6eea
4. Tom Armstrong http://tinyurl.com/nc3eqnv

SCIENCE IN SCRIPTURE!
“There are scientific facts in scripture that no one
knew before, this proves its divine origin! Surah 51:47
talks about the big bang theory 1,400 years ago!”

“SCIENTIFIC” ARGUMENTS
“There are scientific facts in scripture that no one
knew before, this proves its divine origin! Surah 51:47
talks about the big bang theory 1,400 years ago!”

• Hubble’s discovery (redshift/expanding
universe)~1920s

• Hubble’s discovery (redshift/expanding
universe)~1920s

Translation published ~1997
Translation published ~1977

Translation published ~1930

Translation published ~1938

Translation published ~1917

Translation published ~1997

THE BIG BANG!
Response?
The words used in the various translations are:
1. “Expanded" (made big), “made”- which is past tense,
meaning the expansion happened in the past.
2. “Vast extent”- implying big, not necessarily expansion.
3. “Expander” – noun, your mother is your birth giver but
that doesn’t mean that 50 years later she is still giving
birth to you!
The expansion is STILL happening today. It should say
"expanding".

THE BIG BANG!
Demonstrate why the religious way of thinking
regarding this matter is not feasible. I.e. Christians and
Muslims claiming the big bang in their scripture as
proof of a miracle, if these bits of information were
present in prior religions, does that make THEM true
also? Examples:
1. Greek mythology (before Islam): Uranus (sky) was
separated from Gaea (Earth)
2. Egyptian mythology: Ra ordered the separation of
the Earth and Heaven.
3. Chinese mythology: Pan Gu separated the sky
from the Earth.

LIFE FROM WATER!

• Where there’s life, there’s water- anyone can see this.
• Thales (BC era) believed that the nature of living things
was wet (water)
• Anaximander (BC era) believed that life originated from
the sea

THE IRON MIRACLE

We sent down iron, wherein is great
military might and benefits for the people.” Surah
57:25

• Chapter 57, the atomic mass of iron!
• Iron is sent down by meteorites!
• Iron is sent down beneath the Earth’s surface and is
required for the protective magnetosphere!

THE IRON MIRACLE
The words “sent down” is flexible enough that it allows
three interpretations:
1. Iron is delivered from the skies (meteors, etc.).
2. Iron is sent down (beneath) the ground.
3. Not sent by sky or sent below the Earth’s surface but
“gifted”/granted.
Surah 57:25…
• The AVERAGE atomic mass of iron (isotopes) is ~56 not
57.
• The atomic number of iron is 26, shouldn’t the chapter
have been chapter 26 instead of 57 (as an element will
remain the very same element even if the atomic mass is
different as long as the atomic numer remains the same.

THE IRON MIRACLE

“We sent down iron, wherein is great
military might and benefits for the people.” Surah
57:25

BUT… CONTEXT?
“We have already sent Our messengers with clear
evidences and sent down with them the Scripture
and the balance that the people may maintain their
affairs in justice. We sent down iron, wherein is great
military might and benefits for the people.” Surah
57:25

SCRIPTURAL MIRACLES
1. Verses tend to be vague
2. Some languages have more words with multiple
meanings
3. Scripture written as poetry, various interpretations
likely to result. Reinterpretations retrofitted, to fit
current scientific knowledge and understanding
4. Claims of scientific miracles made AFTER
discovery, not before.
5. Extrapolating one vague verse or sentence and
extrapolating to an entire field or theory.

SCRIPTURAL MIRACLES
Can the same methods used to see scientific miracles in
the holy texts also be used in other books?

“A burning fire, a red-hot iron, the iron of the
executioner…” The Three Musketeers, Chapter 57*
Could be describing
1. An iron rich meteor delivering iron to the Earth.
2. An extinction-level asteroid, appropriately called “the
executioner”.
The three musketeers was published before 1900, steller
nucleosynthesis was proposed after 1900, is this a miracle?
*Credit to Philhellenes for this finding (http://tinyurl.com/2dx6ox4) .

SCRIPTURAL MIRACLES
“Of whales; in paint; in teeth; in wood; in sheet-iron; in
stones; in mountains; in stars.” Moby Dick, Chapter 57*
Could be describing
1. Everything from paint, stones, etc., is made from the
stuff found in stars.
2. Stars generating the majority of the elements through a
process called “stellar nucleosynthesis”.
Moby Dick was published before 1900, stellar
nucleosynthesis was proposed after 1900. Is this another
miracle?
*Credit to Philhellenes for this finding (http://tinyurl.com/2dx6ox4) .

SCRIPTURAL MIRACLES
• Playing around with the numbers, we can make the surah more “appropriate”. Iron will
always remain iron regardless of the atomic mass as long as the atomic number remains
the same. Below has been generated a unique “scientific miracle” that has yet to be
used by the religious themselves:

INTERPRETATION...
• Flexibility of verses: if the verse does not fit in reality, it’s
metaphorical, if it doesn’t work in reality or
metaphorically, “god is mysterious” or “we are too
ignorant to understand”.
• Response to “wrong interpretation” claim: an allknowing, all-powerful deity would write in such a way
that no misinterpretation would be possible, would not
need man-made languages.
• “You don’t know Arabic so you can’t understand the
context, you can’t get the correct interpretation”:
response- do you know Hindi, Gurmukhi, Herbrew, etc.,
to understand or criticise the scripture of other religions?

INTERPRETATIONS: FOR YOUR
AMUSEMENT!

INTERPRETATIONS: FOR YOUR
AMUSEMENT!

BUT SCIENCE KEEPS CHANGING!
Common
criticisms of
science
include:
• Science
always
keeps
changing
• Science is
just
another
religion!

Isaac Asimov wrote an essay to address criticism of
science being “ever changing”. A video by c0nc0rdance
about it is highly recommended for your vieweing:
http://www.tinyurl.com/ly54cpw

BUT SCIENCE KEEPS CHANGING!
Science:
1. Is a method by which we generate knowledge about
the universe we live in.
2. It allows us to construct models of reality, and it does
not need to provide absolute certainty (100.00%) to
be useful. Even certainties of 95% are tolerable. We
do not discard seatbelts because they do not offer a
success rate of 100.00%, even 10% is better than 0%.
3. As of now, science is the best tool that we have, no
other method appears to generate the results that
science does.
4. Science relies on evidence not authority, and all
theories/ideas must be congruent to reality. With this
in mind, science is not like religion where authority
trumps evidence, and where reality must conform to
the belief system.

COUNTER APOLOGETIC RESOURCES
• The Skeptics Annotated Bible
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com
• The Skeptics Annotated Koran
http://www.skepticsannotatedbible.com
• The Iron Chariots Wiki
http://wiki.ironchariots.org
• Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain
http://ex-muslim.org.uk/
Scripture online:
• Quran
http://quran.com
• Bible Gateway
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/

RELEVANT TV/VIDEO SHOWS
• Atheist Community of Austin (ACA): http://www.atheistexperience.com/
1) The Iron Chariots Wiki (http://wiki.ironchariots.org)
2) TV show “The Atheist Experience”
(http://www.youtube.com/user/TheAtheistExperience)
3) Podcast “The Non-Prophets Radio”
(http://www.nonprophetsradio.com/)
Videos/TV shows
• The Jinn & Tonic Show
(http://www.youtube.com/user/TheJinnAndTonicShow)
• The Magic Sandwich Show
(http://www.youtube.com/user/TheMagicSandwichShow)

PODCASTS/RADIO
American Freethought http://www.americanfreethought.com
An American Atheist http://anamericanatheist.org/
Ask an Atheist http://askanatheist.tv
Atheist Talk Cable Show http://feeds.feedburner.com/AtheistTalk-Audio
Bunk Busters http://www.unitedstatesatheists.com/
Dogma Debate http://www.dogmadebate.com/
Facts Before Faith http://www.factsbeforefaith.com
Freethought Radio Live stream http://www.freethoughtradio.com/
Freethought Radio Podcast http://ffrf.org/news/radio/shows/
Godless Biz http://www.godless.biz/category/podcast/
Reasonable Doubts http://feeds.feedburner.com/reasonabledoubts/Msxh
The Good Atheist http://www.thegoodatheist.net
The Pod Delusion http://poddelusion.co.uk/blog/category/episodes/
The Thinking Atheist http://www.thethinkingatheist.com/podcast

RELEVANT YOUTUBE CHANNELS
URL/Link

Key subject/Description

www.youtube.com/user/43alley

Comedy + religious critique.

www.youtube.com/user/AndromedasWake

Astronomy, creationism.

www.youtube.com/user/AronRa

Evolutionary biology (also addresses creationism).

www.youtube.com/user/BrettPalmer

Christianity.

www.youtube.com/user/C0nc0rdance

General science, critical thinking.

www.youtube.com/user/cdk007

Evolutionary biology + origins of life.

www.youtube.com/user/CEMBadmins

Islam.

www.youtube.com/user/CultOfDusty

Comedy + religious critique.

www.youtube.com/user/DarkAntics

Religious critique, secular morality.

www.youtube.com/user/darkmatter2525

Comedy + religious critique.

www.youtube.com/user/dprjones

Christianity, Islam, general science, secular ethics.

RELEVANT YOUTUBE CHANNELS
URL/Link

Key subject/Description

www.youtube.com/user/EdwardCurrent

Christianity + comedy.

www.youtube.com/user/Evid3nc3

Christianity.

www.youtube.com/user/ExtantDodo

Evolutionary biology.

www.youtube.com/user/FFreethinker

Secularism, critical thinking, general science.

www.youtube.com/user/GenerationXeroFilms

Christianity, Islam.

www.youtube.com/user/JamesRandiFoundation

Critical thinking, pseudoscience.

www.youtube.com/user/Klingschor

Islam.

www.youtube.com/user/nonstampcollector

Comedy + religious critique.

www.youtube.com/user/philhellenes

Christianity, Islam, science.

www.youtube.com/user/potholer54

General science, critical thinking.

www.youtube.com/user/ProfMTH

Christianity.

RELEVANT YOUTUBE CHANNELS
URL/Link

Key subject/Description

www.youtube.com/user/QualiaSoup

Atheism, secularism, critical thinking.

www.youtube.com/user/RoyZimmerman

Comedy + religious critique + politics.

www.youtube.com/user/SisyphusRedeemed

Philosophy, secular ethics.

www.youtube.com/user/TheAtheistVoice

Secularism, critical thinking.

www.youtube.com/user/TheJinnAndTonicShow

Islam.

www.youtube.com/user/TheoreticalBullshit

Philosophy, secular ethics.

www.youtube.com/user/TheraminTrees

Critical thinking.

www.youtube.com/user/TheRationalizer

Islam.

ARTICLES/RESPONSES
• http://coelsblog.wordpress.com/2011/11/08/naziracial-ideology-was-religious-creationist-andopposed-to-darwinism/#sec2
• Edgell, P., Gerteis. J., Hartmann, D. (2006). Atheists
As “other”: Moral boundaries and cultural
membership in American society. American
Sociological Review. 71 (2), 211-234.
• http://www.patheos.com/blogs/friendlyatheist/2013
/04/04/criticism-of-islam-is-not-islamophobia/

